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From	 the' President's	 Desk
A handful of people, associated with the "Swiss American Stamp

Society" and "Helvetia, Society of Collectors of Switzerland, " have been

working very hard toward a merger of both Societies as mentioned in this
and previous issues of the Helvetia Herald . It took a while for me to go

along with this idea but, after months of corresponding with all people
involved in this venture, I must admit that the merger can only benefit

all of us . My personal objections have been proven very small as compared

to the many advantages a merger would have . To name a few:

1. One Swiss Society without competition, with double the membership.

2. A larger sales circuit with double the opportunity to buy or sell

by means of this service.

3. A larger auction with same results as above.

4. A greater possibility to start local chapters.

5. A larger magazine with more articles than ever before.

6. The use of the "Swiss Philatelic Library," currently in the

possession of "Helvetia ."

7. The use of the current "Bulletin Board" and "The Marketplace"
by double the amount of buyers and/or sellers.

The future will tell if you, the members, will agree with the merger.

From this place, I wish you all a good vacation this summer.

And	 Still	 a	 Little	 Bit	 More	 About the Merger
Harlan Stone, Helvetia Society Editor, Bob Clarke, SASS Editor and Bob Ross (incidentally
all three are members of both Helvetia and SASS) have been busy working on the various
aspects of the merger of the two Societies . We have decided not to send the July-August
SASS Herald to members of both societies as mentioned in the June HH . Rather, a single
letter concerned only with merger information will be sent out in late July or August to
every member of SASS and Helvetia . This will also give us time to get the necessary
materials ready to send to the memberships . The officers of both Societies are currently
studying a proposed set of By-Laws for the new Society . When this document is put in
final form, and a couple of other matters are considered and settled, we will be ready to
put the merger question before the membership .

	

(id .)
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A SASS Welcome	 to the	 Following	 New Members

One of Our Members Made	 the	 Pages	 of STAMPS	 !!

The article to the right appeared on page
620 in the June 8, 1974 issue of STAMPS
under the title "Hello, It's Us" .

	

The art-
icle introduces the officers of the Junior
Division of the APS Writers Unit . Their
Finance Chairman is Michael Naughton .

	

I
wasn't sure that their Michael Naughton
was our Michael Naughton until I read the
last sentence of the article . Now I am
reasonably certain they are one and the
same . Michael, keep up the good work and
keep on winning awards with your Swiss
exhibits .

June 8,1974
Michael Naughton - Mike is the

"straight" one of the gruel), and the one we
can trust with the club's money . That's why
he is the finance chairman . He is from the
north side of Chicago . and it may seem
strange but about the only times I have had
the opportunity to get together with him
have been in various cities around the
country . Sometimes it's easier to take a
plane trip somewhere than to drive from
the tar south to the north side of Chicago.
The last I heard, Mike is the student

council representative of his class, a
manager of the school basketball team, and
works hard after school . But don't let that
fool you . The last time we were together in
New York, he was just as eager as Jeff
Susman and I were to see the National
Lampoon's "Lemmings" and prowl around
Greenwich Village on Friday night . Mike is
presently racking up awards at stamp
shows for his fine display of the William
Tell's Son stamps of Switzerland, and has
an excellent collection of United Nations.

STAMPS
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SASS	 Sales	 Circuit	 Report,	 July,	 1974

	

IMPORTANT	 INFORMATION : CIRCUIT PARTICIPANTS PLEASE READ

Anyone receiving a S .A .S .S . circuit between July 14 and 18 is requested
to peruse it quickly AND THEN TO RETURN IT -- regardless of how many othernames
may remain on the respective circuit ' s listing -- TO ME AT THE ABOVE ADDRESS.
All circuits MUST he back, for annual accounting, at the manager ' s, NO LATER
THAN July 25, 1974 . "Special handling " may speed up delivery by 3 days.Please
abide by this request and help conclude this very successful season pleasantly.

By early June, total sales had reached $2200 -- double those of a year ag o. By
the end of the circuit season $2500 may be reached . . .with a bit of work : Fifty
S .A .S .S . members received at least one circuit in the past season, and many re-
ceived six or more . There were some very happy participants, and there were
those who expect nothing but bargains, or those whose collecting interests are
so specialized that they are unable to find anything suiting them . It must be
remembered that any nineteenth century items in top condition no longer are en-
countered in sales books . They appear at auctions, and fancy prices are paid for
them . . . .often way above net catalog prices . At this writing the new, s pecialized
Zumstein has not yet been received ; nor has the new Postal Stationery Zumstein
reached these shores ; but doubting Thomases will shake their heads in disbelief
when these books arrive ; and next year ' s circuit prices will undoubtedly reflect
these increases . (In Scott ' s the increases probably will occur by 1976 : :)

In the September "Herald " , a final accounting of this season ' s circuit sales will
appear . The society will not enrich itself by the "net " proceeds, and next season
the 15% retainer, charged this season only for books with very small takes, may
have to be reinstated because of rising postage and insurance rates.

Anyone desirous of submitting books for the 1974-75 season is invited to do so --
AFTER September. 1, 1974, to the above address . Anyone desirous of participating
in the circuits (and not yet a member, or one currently passive) should advise
me of their inclinations . Anyone participating this year will receive a notice to
rejoin early in September . -- Books or envelopes, etc . submitted must not have
a value of more than $225 ., and no individual item within such books or envel-
opes should have a sales price beyond $50 . More expensive items should be
offered through the "Herald's" market place. They unnecessarily increase mailing fees.

Have a good summer . Lock up your holdings safely so that you will still own them
when the cooler season starts . A bank safety deposit box is cheap AND SAFE.

Sales Circuit Coordinator : Felix Ganz, Apt . 3303, 1130 S . Michigan Ave ., Chicago, Illinois 60605.

	It ' s	 Quiz	 Time

Which Swiss village -- with a post office to this day -- was the very last one to join
the Swiss Confederation?? (Most people may think this has something to do with the
Canton of Neuchatel which was not a fully Integral part of Switzerland until the late
1850s ; But that is not meant here!!

The question is threefold : What is the name of the village?? Where is it located??
And to which larger community does it belong ever since it was awarded to Switzerland
in 1874?
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As Viewed from an Alpine Peak

	

	
by

Fred R. Lesser

On June 7th, the INTERNABA opened its doors in Basel to a throng of philatelists
from all corners of the world . Switzerland was the host to the first Universal

Postal Union Congress on October 9th, 1874, the INTERNABA marked the UPU's first
centenary in an edifying style.

A month prior to this international event, one of the largest and best known

stamp auction houses held another multi-million Sw . Frcs . sale in Zurich . An

English philatelist and a cynic, duly impressed by the magnificence of the
auction catalog and its opulent content suggested that the more mortal stamp

collector should have lowered his eyes at the sight of the Swiss stamp material

on offer and the 'estimates', like a seminarian on passing a display of 'Playboy'

or 'Penthouse' centerfolds in a shop window . . ..

La Bruyere once said of collection per se : "It is not a pastime but a passion

and often so violent that it is inferior to love or ambition only in the pettiness
of its aims ." Not unlike any other collector of things, the true philatelist
feels imbued with a sense of destiny .

	

It is his task to preserve, classify

and protect what mankind may otherwise discard or destroy . Once the collection

syndrome has taken hold, irrationality may soon follow and even philatelic passion
may turn into greed.

The greater the passion, the wider its exploitation . And in this materialistic

world of ours, commercialism is the latter's disguise . For centuries, women

regarded 'the oldest profession' as a direct threat to their role within the

Judeo-Christian concept of civilization . And yet, despite today's sexual

changes and the women's lib movement, never has commercial sex been more prolific.
Postal authorities throughout the world compete for the philatelist's acquisitional

passions - and rampant inflation taints philately with the mantle of an investor's

dream. Now wonder, therefore, that especially Swiss stamp material should find
itself in the center of a gigantic inflationary vortex as a function of the Gold-

backed Swiss Franc . Classic Swiss stamp material appreciated in price in direct
proportion with the price of free Gold.

The profusion and abundance of Alt-Schweiz material reaching the international

markets, are truly staggering . Never before has so much exquisite material been

offered over such a short period of time . It is not the quality of the odd

specimen of great rarity that can today demand that astronomical price, it is
the quantity that boggles the traditional philatelist's mind.

There is the fear that we are, once more, reverting to a philatelic society
sharply divided between those who 'have' and those who 'have not' - the specula-

tive investor against the traditionalist . With German and Italian speculative

interests competing with each other and fostering this trend, where does this
leave the philatelist whose passion is his self-appointed destiny and not a

search for a haven from an economic storm?

On both sides of the Atlantic, philately has become big business . The average

philatelist will find it difficult to resist the enormous commercialism that
threatens him from all sides . As dealers increase their cries for material to
buy, material offered for sale becomes mediocre and horrendously expensive .
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The over-abundance of :contemporary material is matched by an ominous drought in,

philatelically speaking, interesting and worth-while stamps . Offers for modestly

priced Swiss stamp material in philatelic magazines are becoming as scarce as the

material itself . Where are the old-fashioned swap offers? Armchair buying is
frought with pitfalls . To buy classic material unseen and unexamined as a

concession to one's desire to 'keep going', can only result in disappointment

and an ultimate depreciation of a collection . A 'sick' stamp is like a disease -

it can easily blight a magnificent 'labor of love'.

Yet, not all is lost . Despite inflationary price hikes in choice Swiss stamp
material on one hand and mediocrity due to over-commercialism on the other, the

art of communicating directly with other philatelists has not died . The Swiss

stamp is perhaps one of the best documented and most readily identifiable phila-

telic object . Carefully selected and professionally assembled material offers

great scope in the pursuance of the hobby . Such effort need not center on
'expensive' specimen .

	

In fact, it sometimes 'pays' to bid for collection lots

as offered by Swiss auction houses and take chances . Such lots offered in this

Country usually contain contemporary material in vast duplication . Why not

avail yourself of your club or society membership by advertising your needs or

your swap potentials?

Even inflations do not last forever. As every older philatelist may recall,
leaner times bless the philatelist who could wait .

	

It is true, the present
climate makes long term collecting of the older and choice Swiss stamp material

practically impossible . Therefore, is it more important today than ever before

to exercise great discipline in the pursuance of philatelic passions, great

knowledgeability (do not hesitate to ask for advice among your fellow enthusiasts)
and be satisfied only with the best that you can afford . Don't sit on quantity
but on quality - this separates the men from the boys (or the ladies from the
girls) - and it will assist you in revitalizing this feeling of challenge that

made you start collecting stamps in the first place.

	Sorry	 About	 That . ..
.In mid April during our membership drive, a Mr . Philip Messer of Flushing, New York

wrote to find out details of SASS .

	

I sent him the usual goodies, application form,

letter, circuit details and a copy of the Herald .

	

I sent him the April one, but
unfortunately I forgot to pull the Membership Directory as I had with all other applicants

who requested information and were sent the April HH . Mr . Messer then proceeded to use
the addresses in the directory and send quite worthless stamps in an attempt to trade
these for Swiss stamps . He has sent them to quite a number of SASS members . Both Jan
Donker and I have fired off letters requesting that he stop immediately this unauthorized

use of the directory . Sorry for any inconvenience that Mr . Messer may have caused you.

Incidentally, he did not see fit to join SASS . (RTC)
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U POSTAL MARKINGS AND CANCELLATIONS

IN SWITZERLAND AND LIECHTENSTEIN; Part 	
33

By Felix Ganz

SPECIAL	 CANCELLATIONS AND	 MARKINGS 	 OF
SWITZER LAND

. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . .. .. ..

National shooting matches were postally honored by providing a straightline
TIR marking, in different lettering for each event (1876, 1879,1881, 1885)
that was applied next to the cds . of the city in or near which these "shoot-outs "
occurred (rifle sport is still evident to this day in Switzerland where you can
hear, especially on weekends, shots from the rifle ranges of almost every town).

Up to about 1920 only approximately one hundred or so special cancellations
were authorized by the postal au-
thorities, and most of these were
pretty bland designs . The first
special cds . was put in use at the

1883 National Exhibition inZürich
(picture cf . in masthead of this
article), and that one costs about
:35 if available . A hexagonaltele
graph marking of the same event is

even more elusive (Fig .5).

Fig .6 and 7 show the two existing subtypes of the shooting festival cancels
They are distinguished by the number of bars in the upper circular segment and
by the shape of the swiss cross . The German language ones were in use until1939!

. .hile the early s p ecial cancellations dealt with national. exhibitions, nati-
onal festivals, fairs, and congresses, a whole "rash" of special cancellations --
all of them very, very expensive now -- came into existence in 1913 when the swiss
Foundation for the promotion of official . and private flights (Pro Aero) conducted
a series of first flights within Switzerland (Fig.8-13) . these cancellations are

so frightfully ex pensive because they were a p plied only to flown covers and cards,
and in most instances only if a special, semi-official airmail stamp also was at-
tached to that niece of mail . Coe may spend anywhere from $50 to $600 or moro for
these extremely elusive, first airmail cancellations.Tough!

In 1916 the last early special . cancellations were. issued.
One ne of the last ones was one for a civilian lair 'rem which
all proceeds went to the swiss military's recreation centers
(run by civilians and service organizations) . In use only for
one day, this "SOLDATENSTUBENFEST cancel is quite elusive Gig.
1'4 .) . (n entire with any of the special military
Fieldpost labels attached, and thus canceled, any owner may be very proud ::
-- From 1917 through mid-1920 no special cancellations appeared,

in	 airmail	 cancellations 	the 	quiet period exte nded to	 1923.
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From then on interested parties really must follow a catalogue.Through
1937 about 30 more special cancellations of non-airmail, and an equalnumber of
airmail cancellations of various shapes and designs made their individually : short
appearances . On the final pate of this instalment a whole array of different.
types is shown.

In the flight section there are first flight cancels, special flight can-
cels, cachets added on entires to date cancellers of regular towns, a

	

canc e ls
commemorating', balloon, Zeppelin, and glider ex periments . troublesome for a	 Swiss
collector is the fact that all Swiss airmail listings treat Liechtenstein as
part of Switzerland, and thus the numbering, will he useless if one goes only in
for Swiss items . Cr. the other hand a real aficionado of Swiss airmailswill
want to include in his cancellation collection cancellations fromnon-Swiss post
al entities, such as the

	

cachets on first transatlanticflights mentioning
either a Swiss town or showing, a Swissair plane.

In the non-flight section regular sued and lam er circularcancellation
devices alternate with oblong,, square and occasionally differently shaped	
Starting about 1940 pictorial s pecial cancellations made their appearance.
"Day of the Stamp" items are particularly well executed from agraphic/craftsman
point of view.

Some of the s pecial cancellations make an annual or bi-annual
reappearance (Alpine Balloon Week, Mürren; Geneva Automobile Show; Ascona

Industries Fair, etc.) while others are used recurrently in exhibition halls,etc.

Above is the copy of part of a page from an earlier edition of the Pen Catalog which
illustrates special postmarks of Switzerland .

	

(CONCLUSlON !)
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Fluorescence on Swiss Stamps

by

Dave Beaber

At a recent meeting of SASS members in Boston, I discovered a few
collectors who expressed interest in the fluorescent varieties of Swiss

	

'

stamps, but felt that it introduced undue complexity, or that it required
expensive ultra-violet spectrum lighting equipment . As it turns out,

this just is not true ; there are few stamps where fluorescent paper really
makes a difference, and the detection of the "Leuchtstoffpapier" is
possible with nothing more than a magnifying glass of average quality.

The only stamps issued on both fluorescent and normal paper are the

historical buildings set of 1963 (Zumstein 355-372, Scott 382-3998) and
the Pro Juventute semi-postals of 1963 (Zumstein 200-204, Scott B329-B333).

In the buildings set, all values exist on non-fluorescent paper, and
fluorescent values exist for all values except the 35c, 70c, and 2F . The
semi-postals were all issued on fluorescent paper . Non-fluorescent

varieties exist for the 5+5c, 10+10c, and 20+10c stamps . In all cases the

non-fluorescent stamps are more expensive.

The propensity of the Swiss PTT over the years for imbedding fibers of.
various colors in their philatelic paper affords us with a sure-fire --

and very easy -- way of detecting the fluorescent stamps without the aid
of an expensive UV light . All fluorescent stamps are printed on paper

with violet fibers . Non-fluorescent stamps are printed either on paper
without fibers, or with red and blue fibers . Paper without fibers was

used for the buildings set and the 5+5c Pro Juventute . The non-fluorescent

values of the Pro Juventute 10+10c and 20+10c are printed on paper with red
and blue fibers.

This method of detection is not only very reliable, but also essential for
examining dealers' stocks and the like which cannot be taken home and
examined at leisure . It should be easy to put together both sets of
buildings with a minimum of perseverance . The non-fluorescent Pro Juventute

varieties are a little more, elusive.

For those who do use an ultraviolet light source, one other thing should be

pointed out . The fluorescent stamps glow yellow under ultraviolet light.
Several years ago I was convinced that I had found a fluorescent variety

of Zumstein #371, the 1.30F stamp of the buildings set of late 1963 . After

confirming its fluorescence with several other collectors, I sent it to
Zumstein for their opinion . They explained that the stamp had indeed

acquired some white fluorescence, probably by being soaked off an envelope
which was made with a fluorescent paper . Why a fluorescent envelope?

Because a fluorescent coating on a paper, especially in sunlight, tends to
make paper look whiter, and therefore more expensive . The verdict : a
normal stamp, and a false alarm .
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What do Swiss' Philatelic Items Cost at Present ; or
	 Perusing the SBZ (Swiss Philatelic Review) for Sales Offers

American collectors of Swiss philatelic materials have become shocked at the prices asked
for many Swiss covers, stamps, postal stationery, and other philatelic items in this country.
Well : better face it now . Prices for practically everything (except maybe soldiers' "stamps") are

still substantially lower here than in Europe (and particularly lower than in Great Britain and
Switzerland herself), and if you can buy materials here at current 75% of Scott catalogue prices,
you most likely are having yourself a real bargain.

If the readership of this paper shows interest in this present "one-shot" article, then it
may become a regular feature of the Herald , perhaps once every two months or so . In order

to keep informed, results of auctions will be appreciated, too.
The quotations below all are from advertisements or auction results In the April, 1974

SBZ (Schweizerische Briefmarkenzeitung ; the official paper of the association of Swiss philatelic
societies) . Prices in Swiss francs are given NET, but translated into American dollars, at an
exchange rate of about SFr . 2 .90 to the dollar . (It used to be SFr . 4 .25 :1 ; remember??) Num-
bers if shown are from the Zumstein catalogue.

1) FIRST DAY COVERS:
PJ 3

	

Pro Juventute 1915, 10 cts .

	

$370 .

	

;

	

PJ

	

1927,1928,1930 sets, EACH $100.
243-51 Historical Figures, 1941	 500 . ;

	

313

	

Kloten Airport 40 cts .

	

20.(germ.)
355-72 Building Set I, 1960

	

150

	

;

	

$30(french)

	

40 . (ital . )
381-84 Evangelists, 1961

	

40.

2) USED BLOCKS OF FOUR WITH ONE CENTER CANCELLATION:
101

	

2 cts . Tell boy

	

$157 .

	

;

	

107

	

40 cts . Helvetia

	

$200.
PJ4-6 Pro Juventute 1916, cpl . set

	

610 .

	

;

	

PJK11 Pro Ju. tête-bêche In block 500.
PP5c

	

Pro Patria 1940, 20cts.pink	 67 .50 ;

3) SOUVENIR SHEETS:
NABA 1934, used, or ou cover (not FD) 285 .

	

;

	

Pro Juventute tête-bêche sheet,'53 178 . (used;

4) POSTAL STATIONERY:
Postal card #1, mint

	

-

	

$ 2.50 ;

	

Postal card #10b, used

	

$ 42.
Special ; postal card 1892 (Confed . )mint

	

3 .50

	

Envelope #7, used

	

20.
used

	

4 .

	

;

	

Envelope #15, mint $22. ; used

	

8 .25

5) VARIA:
52

	

1Fr . , seated Helv . , gran pap. ,0100 .

	

;

	

142

	

*,with hinge

	

$ 33.
262-74 Set, i n mint blocks of 4

	

$870 .

	

;

	

160 z 30cts . Tell, grilled; mint

	

25.
PJ 2-3 Pro Juventute 1915, mint blx. 670. ;

	

301

	

20 cts . 1949, origin . type I

	

920.
OIR 1-8 Refugiées Organiz . , Geneva •

	

35 .

	

;

	

idem, in block of 4

	

3830.
69B

	

Standing Helvetia, strip of 3, 01165 . ;

	

Complete Pro Juventute, 1915-72: 335;**370.

6) DEALERS BUYING PRICES:
NABA 1934 sheet .MINT nh

	

$333 . ;

	

Pro Juventute precursor 1912, Italian, :$800.
Air#1 30 cts brown (propeller), used 	 333 . ;

	

Pax set 1945, mint or used

	

$175.

Unsuspecting dealers in this country, on the other hand, still produce joys in a collector's heart
once in a while . At COMPEX 1974, a cover was bought for $1 .75 . It had on it a block of four
of the 1919 PAX stamp, 15 cts . (with more than one cancellation, as is normal for that period).
Zumstein lists a block of four of this stamp, off cover, at SFr. 300, or $100, plus . No comment.

(F .G .)
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